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1. IfffRODUCTI<Xf

MARKET CImIDERATI<XfS

A considerable demand exists for wind pumps in low head application e.g. in

China [1]. Several thousands are considered for land reclamation. prawn

breeding. etc.

In Senegal. in the Fleuve region the possibilities to irrigate paddy fields

with wind pumps in combination of motor pumps seems feasible. A potential

use of 600 wind pumps (diam. 5 m) exist at the moment. while a possible

growth in use of paddy fields within the next 20 years enlarges the

potential to 2000 wind pumps. There are several other countries which used

low head pumps in the past. e.g. for salt production in Sri Lanka: these

countries could be considered as potential users of modern low head wind

pumps.

DEVELOPMENT OF LOW HEAD WIND PUMPS

Development of advanced low head wind pumps is still in the beginning. The

Chinese FDG-5 windmill with Archimedean screw pump is the first of its

kind. This wind pump is still in its endurance testing phase. Also the

application of WEPS systems for low head pumping is very limited.

Concluding. the field of low head wind pumps is still to be developed.

SCOPE OF TIllS sruDY

This study was partly done in preparing the Feasibility study "Le Pompage

dans Ie del ta du Fleuve Senegal. I' energie eolienne accentuee" [2].

There did not exist a clear overview of hardware for low head wind pumping.

Therefore in this paper several possible combinations are described and

evaluated.

The following combinations were taken into account in first instance:

- CWO 2740 with 265 S pump and 145 LH pump

- CWO 5000 with 365 S pump. with Archimedean screw pump and with a

centrifugal pump

- FDC-5 with Archimedian screw pump

- WEPS LW 15.40 with centrifugal pump

- BOSMAN VAT 4 with centrifugal pump
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Each wind pump was judged on the following criteria:

- Efforts required for development

- Technics:

- possibility of local production

- reliability

- technical level of:

· production. maintenance

· use of materials

· use of machines

- Status

- Efficiency

- Cost effectiveness
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2. SUMMARY

PURPOSE OF nns STIJDY

This study can be seen as a first attempt to come to a choice of a

combination of windmill and pump which could be further developed under the

CWO low head program.

As a case study the situation in the Senegal Fleuve region was considered.

characterised by H = 3 m. V I = approx. 5 mlsec and nperimetresn largerannua
than 100 ha. (indicating the large flow requirements).

Involving a wide range of options.

In the Senegal study it was demanded to consider:

PUMP

MILL

CWO 2740

CWO 5000

FDC-5
WEPS 15/75

BOSMAN VAT 4

SUCTION PUMP

265 S/145 LH

365 S

ARCH. SCREW

x

x

CENTRIF. PUMP

x

x

x

The criterion for the CWO wind pumps was. to adapt them for low head with

minor modifications.

Although the WEPS systems cannot be produced locally; however. they have

been taken into account to study their economy.

RfSfRICflaf OF TIllS sruDY

This study does not give a general rule.

For other situations. different combinations might prove to be better e.g.

in China for certain regions the criteria are H =3-5 m and V =4-5 mlsec

[3]. In that case probably the Arch. screw pump will not be feasible (with

a length of 10 m).



OUTPUT PREDICTI~

The general formula for power output in the long term is:

P ={j.A y3n.a.

with: {j = CE (C ~t t) .1/2pp 0 max

in which:

(1)

Pn.a.
{j

A

V

C
P

~tot

= the average nett available long term power in a wind regime

= the quality factor (the efficiency of the windmill pump

system)

= the rotor disc area

= the average wind speed for the considered area

= the rotor efficiency

=product of all efficiencies;

~transmission x ~pump

= the energy factor CE = ~3

1/2p A V-

CE = f(k and VdIY) k = Weibull shape factor

CE is also dependend of the starting behaviour of the windmill which causes

a hysteresis effect

In this report figures for two cases will be used:

Case 1

Practically no hysteresis effect such as for:

- wind generators and wind pumps with a centrifugal pump

- wind pump with an Archimedean screw

See figure 2.1
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Fig. 2.1 The dimensionless energy output of windmills with a linear output

curve and V t =- in a Weibull wind regime with k =2.cu
Figure from [9].

Case 2

A system with a hysteresis effect such as a wind pump with a piston pump.

See figure 2.2
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Fig. 2.2 Energy production coefficient as a function of design wind speed

over average wind speed.

Dots: reasonable design. For the CWO windmills the second curve

from top is taken. Fig. from [4].
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Both figures 2.1 and 2.2 are for a Weibull factor of k=2 which is the

approx. value for the Mboundoum area.

Xd = vdiV determfines the value of C
E

for a certain type of wind pump.

Vd = Design wind speed. which means the wind speed (chosen) wi th the

highest efficiency of the total system. windmill + pump.

v = the average occurring wind speed for a certain period. The considered

period should be the time the wind pump is operational.

Remark

In the beginning of this study it was not clear for which periods the wind

pump should work. The period has been taken as one month. The average wind

speeds per month for the considered location Mboundoum at the required

(hub) height of each system are:

J F M A M J J A S o N D

Vpot 9 m 4.5 4.8 5.4 5.7 5.6 5.2 5.2 4.3 4.0 4.1 4.1 4.2

V t 12 m 4.7 5po 4.7 6 5.9 5.5 5.5 4.5 4.2 4.3 4.3 4.4

V t 18 m 5po 5.3 6.1 6.4 6.3 5.9 5.9 4.8 4.5 4.6 4.6 4.7

For calculation of V t see appendiX B.po

Conclusions

It can be concluded that for the Fleuve situation only the CWO 2140 +

145 pump and the CWO 5000 + 265 S pump are directly available.

The most economically feasible combinations are the CWO 5000 + 365 S pump

and the WEPS LW 15/75 + centrifugal pump. which however all still have to

be developed.

The most feasible combinations based upon economics and local production

are:

the CWO 5000 + 365 S. the CWO 5000 + Archemedean screw pump. the FDG-5 +

Archimedean Screw and the CWO 2740 with a 265 S pump.

1



3. VIrotILS VITII PISTac PUMPS

3.1. General

For piston pumps the Vd is determined by the available pump characterised

by the diameter Dp and the chosen stroke s with the formula:

2
~ l·s.Dp .Ad·P .g.H.ivo w

3
4(C ~) .PI."..RP max

(2)

in which:

H = total pumping head

Pw = density of water

PI = density of air

g = acceleration of gravity

site characteristics

s = stroke

Ad = design tip speed ratio

i

= volumetric pump efficiency

= pump diameter

= transmission ratio

pump characteristics

mill characteristics

(C ~) = max. total efficiencyp max
R = rotor diameter

The ~t t is based on an extrapolation of efficiencies measured for theo max
145 pump for different heads. See appendix A; ~t t = 0,65.

o max
In first instance it has been tried to match existing pumps to the

CWO mills which are reliable by now, the CWO 2740 and the CWO 5000, the

pumps considered were:

- 145 LH

- 265 S.

I f these pumps did not match too well, an optimal pump diameter was

choosen. In that case a new pump of the same type should be developed.

A new pump diameter could be calculated with formula (1) for which Vd and

D were reversed ~
p

8



J 2 3Vd .4(C nt ) .PI.T.R
D = P max

p n l·s.Ad·p .g.H.i
YO w

3.2. om Z740 with 265 S pump

Output calculation of the CWO 2740 with a 145 LH pump in the wind regime of

Mboundoum showed that the quality factor beta is much too low, (average

0,065) i.e. the pump is too small for the mill.

To get an idea how much the CWO 2740 with an optimally matched pump could

deliver, the 265 S pump is taken to calculate the output giving a well

matched load. Whether this combination is technically adequate is

doubtfull, considering the small stroke of 60 nun in comparison with the

pump diameter.

If it should really be considered to use this windmill (for these site

conditions) it should technically be adapted e.g. enlarge the stroke and

design a smaller pump (than the 265 S) to get the optimum efficiency.

The output and quality factor has been calculated with:

Vd according (2) = 4,96

nYol = 0.9

D =0,265
P

Ad =2

H = 3

C = 0,36pmax
nt = 0,65. max
PI = 1,2

R = 1,31

tower height =9 m

stroke s = 0,06 m

For V= 4-5 m/s the quality factor becomes 0,12 or more which is good.
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J F M A M J J A s o N D

1.1 1 0.9 0.87 0.89 0.95 0.95 1.15 1.24 1.2 1.2 1.11

0.9 0.88 0.82 0.78 0.81 0.86 0.86 0.9 0.86 0.88 0.88 0.8

0.126 0.124 0.115 0.11 0.11 0.12 0.12 0.13 0.12 0.12 0.12 0.1

67 81 106 120 114 99 99 61 45 49 49 52

64 94

v * 9 mpot

vdfi
CE
f3
Phydr
95%

(of Phydr )

4.5 4.8 5.4 5.7 5.6 5.2 5.2 4.3 4 4.14.14.2

q m3 /day

h=3m

q 95%

Table 1

196 237 310 352 334 290 290 179 132 144 144 153

186 225 295 334 317 275 275 170 125 137 137 145

*For calculation of V t see appendix B.po

3.3. CWO 5000 with 365 S pump

Starting first with a 265 S combination with maximum stroke (s = 0.20) for

the conditions at Mboundoum; V =5 m/sec H =3 m.
y

it appears that this is not an optimally matched combination. The quality

factor varies between 0.06 and 0.10.

Taking Vd =5 m/sec a new piston diameter is calculated with formula (3).

giving 0 = 365 mm.
p

Pump further called 365 S pump.

With:

l'1vol
o

p

Ad
H

Cp.max
l'1t . max
pI

R

=0.9

=0.365

= 1,8

= 3

= 0.33

=0.65

= 1,2

= 2.50

stroke s =0.20 m

10



J F M A M J J A s o N o

vpot
12 m

4.7 5 5.7 6 5.9 5.5 5.5 4.5 4.2 4.3 4.3 4.4

1.06 1 0.88 0.83 0.85 0.91 0.91 1.1 1.2 1.16 1.16 1.14

0.9 0.88 0.8 0.76 0.77 0.83 0.83 0.9 0.89 0.9 0.9 0.9

0.11 0.11 0.10 0.098 0.10 0.11 0.11 0.116 0.115 0.116 0.116 0.111

224 270 364 416 403 359 359 207 167 181 188 194

213 256 346 395 383 341 341 197 159 172 172 184

vdiV
CE
13
Phydr
95%

Phydr
q m3 /d

95%

657 792 1067

624 752 1014

1220 1182 1052 1052 607

1159 1123 999 999 577

530

503

530

503

569

540

Table 2 The quality factor varies from 0.10 til 0.116 which is good.

3.4. Evaluation of CWO wind pumps with piston PJ!!!I?!

Efforts required for development

A 365 S pump should be designed. built and tested coupled to a CWO 5000.

Seen the economy of scale the CWO 8000 with an optimum pump might be the

best solution. Problems which will probably be encountered:

- cavitation

- high pump rod shock forces

- large (expensive) pump.

It might be considered to couple two 265 S pumps with a rocker arm. causing

a more continuous load.

Technics

- The pump will be of the same tyPe as usual and can therefore be locally

produced.

- The reliability should be proven with endurance tests.

- Technical level of production. maintenance. use of materials and machines

will be about the same as for the 265 S pump.

Status

The CWO 5000 wi th 265 S pump has been tested for a long time and some

comblnations run in pilot projects.
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4. WINDMIllS WIlli ARanMEDIAN SCREW PUMPS (ASP)

4.1. Introduction

The characteristics of the Chinese FDG-S wind pump have been taken from

ref. 6.

Two of these mills were visited in the field near Tianjin see [7].

The use of these mills with production costs are to be found in the CWEP

country study about China [1].

In order to determine the characteristics of a CWO 5000 with an Arch. screw

pump the company Spaans made a preliminar,y design of 2 screw pumps based on

power and rotational speed of the CWO 5000.

OutPUt prediction (ASP)

By making a comparison between the characteristics of an ASP coupled ~o a

windmill and those of a piston pump coupled to a windmill the method of

output prediction can be derived.

The pump

The characteristics of a screw pump resemble those of a piston pump.

The following figures are based on measurements done by L Linssen [8]

report thesis work) on an Archimedian Screw pump with L = 4 m. H = 2 m.

Diam = 0.40 m and 2 spirals.

- - - _::"';"0 ----.....

-

'~N---'"N.... 'f0
Figure 4.1 Figure 4.2

The torque and efficiency curve are practically constant over a large range

of rotational speeds.

The difference with a piston pump torque characteristic is that the ASP

does not have a starting torque peak, therefore a windmill with an ASP has

no hysteresis effect.

Torque and efficiency are very sensitive to the level of the water with

respect to the pump at the water inflow. If this level varies, the

12



efficiency can vary between 50 and BO%.

For design calculations ~p = 60% is taken for Yd'

Coupling of an ASP to a windmill

Taking the pump torque as constant for the whole range of rotational speed.

than the power curve of the pump becomes a straight line (P = M.w).

Plotting this power curve into the available power curves of the windmill

(P-N curves for various wind speeds) results in a same sort of figure as

for piston pumps (see figure 4.3).

This means that the Cp~ tot-N curve has basically the same form as the one

for piston pumps.

For this reason the general method of output prediction will be used.

whereby the CE-Xd curve of figure 2.1 will be used (which is without

hysteresis effect) .

• 2230

: z...

I 1/60
P

LWATT)

/~v<J

•

Figure 4.3 P-N curves of mill and ASP (given by Spaans)

Choice of Vd
Since an ASP has no starting torque peak value and therefore no hysteresis

effect. the windmill can be highly matched by taking a high Xd-value. The

mill will also run at low wind speeds. keeping a high availability.

Transmission

Due to the layout of the mill with an ASP three points of transmission are

prOVided. see figure 2.

13
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P I I

/A/ PUMP AXIl'

ti~
I-_----~

Figure 4.4

Two transmissing points consist of a square gear box and the third one is a

cross coupling.

The gear box has to be dimensioned on maximum power which occurs at V t dra e
(P =M .w ).max max max

The nominal power at which the mill usually operates is determined by Yd'

which is much lower.

Usually the nominal power is only about 10% of its max. possible power. in

which condition the effiency can drop considerably.

For a good gear box the efficiency at that point is about 0.75.

Furthermore the gear box causes a hysteresis effect due to the effect that

the oil temperature should be rather high (ca. 60% for smooth lubrication).

7
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".2. Comparison between the Chinese FDG-5 and the CWO 5O(X) both equipped

witb an Arcbimedean Screw pump (ASP)

The only available data of wind pumps with an ASP came from ref. [6] in

which theoretical data and measurements of field tests were given.

The Dutch company "Spaans" (supplier of electrically driven ASP's) gave an

indication of possible pumps. with the flow output against required power

and rotatinal speed. starting from given values of Pi i = 170 Watt atnaxs
30 rpm for Vd =4 m/sec. as calculated for the CWO 5000.

The FDC-5 was matched at Vd =4 m/sec.

In order to complete the CWO 5000 with the FDC-5 the same Vd was chosen.

Wind pump data
Rotor diam
A
No of blades
Vstart

Vrated
V k'wor lng
Hub height
Cp max

l1transmission
A
i = n /npump rotor

FDG-5
5.50 m
23,76 m2

12
< 2 m/sec for H = 1,20 m

< 3 m/sec for H = 2 m
8 m/sec

3-16 m/sec

8m
0.34

0.75 (Chinese estimate)

1,69
2

CWO 5000
5.00 m
19.64 m2

8

8 m/sec

3 - ...

12 m
0.33

0.64

2
1

Diam.
No of windings
H
Vd

350 mm
3
1,60 m
4 m/sec2 ) 8 m/sec2 )

Pump 1
600 mm
1
1
4 m/sec

Pump 2
600 mm
2
0.60
4 m/sec

P. i (Watt) 170ln ax s
N (rpm) 652 ) 1182 ) 30
q (l/min) 3502 ) 10162 ) 7001 )

3) 0040 0.13 0.67l1pump
f3 0.067 0.011 0.093

With CE = 1.1 for Xd = 1 in figure 2.1.

1) Data given by "Spaans"
2) Field data

3) Phyd
l1p = 1 -3

Cp l1tr 2PAV

6001 )

701 )

18001 )

0.49

0.039

170

30
10001 )

0.58

0.081

8001 )

701)
28001 )

0.34

0.027
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Conclusion

Although field measurements with the FDC-S indicate a rather low value of P
of 0.067. calculations on the CWO 5000 indicate a somewhat higher quality

factor of about 0.09. These data are based upon a rather low matching of

pump to the mill (Xd = 1).

With a better matching a higher quality factor must be possible.

Seen the large head of H = 3 m in Senegal this combination has not been

taken into account.

EVALUATHl'f CWO 5000 WITII AROIIMEDEAN SCREW PUMP

Needed efforts for development

The design has to be adapted to:

- 2 gear boxes with rotating shafts. Plastic (Teflon?) gear boxes might be

a good option

- safety system to counteract the torque of the vertical rotating

transmission axis

- screw pump has to be designed and developed. the local production aspect

has to be taken into account.

Designing a screw pump for specific site conditions improves the efficiency

a lot.

The prototype has to be built and tested.

Technical aspects

a. Possibility of local production

In some countries gear boxes as well as screw pumps could be produced.

in other countries probably only the mills and the screw pumps.

b. Reliability

No large intermittent forces occur due to rotating mechanism. while

further the pump is rather open and accessible. so probably no problems

are to be expected.

16



c. Technical level of production and maintenance

Except for the gear boxes the screw pump offers no more difficulties

than the mill itself.

d. Use of materials

Screw pumps. steel or PVC.

Gear boxes: higher quality steel and possibly cast iron.

e. Use of machines

The same machines as for producing the mills are to be used. except

maybe a press to produce screw pump sections (of steel).

Status

Except for a few (20) FDG-5 wind pumps with PVC screw pumps at the moment

being under test in the (Chinese) field. other wind pumps driving screw

pumps are non existent. There is a lot of eXPerience with electrically

driven screw pumps.

Efficiency

As an average between the quality factors of the FDG-5 of 0.06 and of the

theoretical value for the CWO 5000 of 0.09. a quality factor of p = 0,01

seems reasonable.

17



5. wnonus WIllI CENTRIRJCAl PUMPS

5.1. CWO 5000 + centrifugal pnmp

In order to match a centrifugal pump with a CWO 5000 the method developed

by A.J. Staassen as described in ref. [10] will be followed.

Windmill data

C = 0.33pmax
A = 2opt
R = 2.50

H = 3 m

Vd = 4 m/sec (same value taken as to the Archimedian screw)

~tr = 0.8 x 0.8 = 0.64 (2 steps i ~ 25)

~p ~ 0.5

V = 8 m/s
r

With formulas of [10]

C .1/2P.R2'V·~d·~ '~tq _ p m p r
d - p.g.H

3 3
~ qd = 0.0027 m /sec = 9.7 m /hour.

After some iterations: take i = 24.

w t .2.5
"l. __ ro or 3 2
f',. V ~ w =.opt d rotor

~w d = 3.2 x 24 = 76 rad/sec.pump .

Suppose pump with N = 1450 rpmmax

2v N
~ w = ---,~m;.;;,;a.;.;.x = 152 rad/sec

p max 60

(3.7)

18



The pump rotational speed should in all condition remain below this value.

which gives the following restriction:

The characteristics of the pump band c can be calculated with

Hd 3 5
c =--2 -+ c = 2 = 2.05 x 10

2.qd 2.0.0027

and

2
2 3R .Hd -4

i .b = 2 2 -+ b = 7.6 x 10
2A .V

d

Wi th (2.5) H2 = b _ c [~]
2

w
p

p

-+ for the pump design condition

(3.11)

(3.8)

(3.10)

H . -4
w = 76 -+ --Z 7.6 x 10 - 2.05 x

p 76
5 2

-+ H = 4.4 - 2.05 x 10 9

Check: for qd = 0.0027 -+ H = 2.90 m (should be 3.00 m which is quite good).

An adequate commercial pump can be choosen with help of the rules of

similar!ty:

Design point of pump:

Nd = 725 rpm

3qd = 9.73 m /hour

Hd = 3 m

19



Translated to pump at 1450 rpm condition:

[1450]Np = 725 x 725 = 2 x 725 = 1450 rpm ... wp = 152

~ = (2) x 9,73 = 19,4 m
3
/hr

H = (2)2 x 3 = 12 m
p

H -4 5 [...9..-]2
... --':"2 =7,6 x 10 - 2,05 x 10 152

(152)

The characteristic would be:

5 2
H = 17,5.2.05 x 10 ~

which is well matched by a SIHI 5026 0 205 pump, with TI ~ 0,45. See

appendix c.

3q(m /sec) 3q(m /hr) H(m)

0 0 17.5

-3 19.4 11,565.3x10

-3 33.3 09.24.10

Assume the wind regime; k=2. V= 5 m/sec.

With definitions of [10]

a = yearly average output power _ Pw g ~ H
output power at average wind speed - 2 ~3C .Tlt t.~p.T.R .v-

p max 0

and availability (indicated with f3 in [10]) E fraction of time that the

output flow is larger than 10% of the design output flow.

Witl). qua I ity P 1
factor f3 =~ ... a = C ~ f3

A V p max·Tltot· P

or f3 = a C .Tlt t.~Pp max 0
(1)
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With the values found: ~ =a.O,33.0,64.0,45.0,6 =a.O,051

With Xd = ;d = ~= 1.2\ ~ fig. 2 Appendix D1 of [10]

Vr 8
X =- = -5 = 1,6 ~ a = 1,05

r V
The quality factor B becomes with (1) ~B - 0,06.

which is quite low.

The corresponding availability is with fig. 4 of Appendix D [10]

availability - O,"f5 which is reasonable

(During daytime however V is higher which causes also a higher

availabili ty. )

Because of the low quality factor, this combination has not further been

taken into account in the study [2J.

EVAlUATICl'f CWO 5000 + CENTRIRJGAl PUMP

Needed efforts for development:

Further analytical design is needed focussed on:

- gear box, L shaped from rotor to vertical axis. Maybe a teflon gear box

might be a good option.

- the second step gear could well be a belt with pulleys instead of a gear

box.

- the safety system has to be adapted.

- it should be investigated if pumps with a higher efficiency are

commercial available or should be designed and developed. Up to now only

5IHI pumps have been considered.

Technics

a. It is doubtfull if gear boxes and centrifugal pumps could be locally

made. Some countries might. Maintenance of centrifugal pumps might not

be a large problem, since in many countries a diesel pump is a wellknown

technology.
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b. The rotating shafts suppose smooth functioning.

c. The centrifugal pumps can be designed for easy maintenance.

d. Cear boxes and centrifugal pumps introduce new materials. higher quality

steel or teflon and cast iron.

e. If the centrifugal pumps are to be produced locally casting technics

will be required.

Status

This combination exists so far only on paper.

5.2. BOSMAN type VAT" with centrifugal pump

The VAT -I "Poldermolen" of the company Bosman is a low head wind pump

specially developed for the Dutch drainage conditions. Its development

started some 60 years ago and several thousands have been intalled in the

Netherlands.

Windmill data:

Diam. of rotor: 3,60 m

Number of blades: -I

Vstart: -I m/sec

Height of tower: 7 m

Pumping height between 2 and 4 m possible

Estimated values:

C :::: 0,3
p

~tr :::: 0,64 (2 steps)

~p:::: 0,5 (probably lower)
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These values agree fairly well with the output data given by the

manufacturer. See Appendix E. With an C
E

value of 1 the quality factor

B - 0,058 which is low.

Mainly because of the fact that the mill is not provided with an automatic

safety mechanism against high wind speeds. this mill will further not be

taken into consideration.
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6. WIND ELECTRIC PUMPINC SY~ (WEPS)

6.1. Introduction

In this chapter the theoretical output prediction of a WEPS system will be

calculated. The system is a combination of a "Lagerwey" LW 15n5 (rotor

diam. 15 m. max. generator output 75 kW) and a single stage centrifugal

pump. This wind generator is a follow up of the LW 11/35 where with CWO has

gained experience as a WEPS at Cape Verde.

The LW 15/75 seemed more attractive since it has a quality certificate of

ECN and it is more economic seen the "economy of scale".

Data of the wind generator were supplied by Lagerwey. Of the centrifugal

pumps only data of SIHI were available.

6.2. WEPS LW 15/75

The WEPS LW 15/75 is a theoretical combination of a wind generator of the

firm Lagerwey and a centrifugal pump.

In the P-V curve. given by Lagerwey (see figure 1. Appendix F). based on 10

min. average wind speed measurements done by ECN. the values for the

average occurring wind speeds of V ~ 4 a 5 mls are hardly to be read. since

it is the starting area of the wind generator.

Therefore the longterm average output will be based on figure 2. of

Appendix F; the calculated energy output in a wind regime of k=l.95.
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Values from fig. 2 (see App. F)

._. _._------------,-:-;
- - - -- --!-----.;..---, .. _~----;

- ,-,1_--'-,---'--",1;-:.--+--1,-- -t-- ;-:'-'---I:--'----i
;. .-_--:.-- ---:-~~ .._.~---.- ~--!
. . !.u i i" :

; i;- '." j

. ..:.;. I·· :.;;-.~=r+=++
j . ...~. -- -~~~,~_.~

-----~-~-'-~~-~+_i
~--"--'--'--;---,--+--------:-----'--- : _':':'>:'- F::~~i

--cr--'-::..: =:'1::: c:::' ",::;,:.:]

.. ::::.::.:;

~ -- -,-------- - -,----1--

If) ----

:J () -----'-

10

86 --------.-.

? l' ------------- -- , -
; ID - . --_. -----------.- ----------
I

4.5 40.000 4.57

5 60.000 6.85

5.3 80.000 9.1

5.5 100.000 11.4

6 120.000 13.7

6.5 140.000 16

V Energy Average annualrn/sec

output power P

[kW/hr] [kW]
year

Fig. 6.2 Longterm average output

P against V yearly average in

wind regime with k = 1.95.

Supposing that the Weibull distribution per year is also valid for one

month. then the longterm average output curve (P-V curve) in figure 6.1.

can also be used for the output calculations per month with the average

wind speed per month as input.

Analytical approach

Considering the LW 15n5 as a wind electric conversion system (WECS) a

formula can be derived which coincides with figure 6.1. based on the

existing data and estimates of efficiencies.
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Data:

D = 15.20 mrotor

A = IBO m
2

C * = 0.4
p

X* = 6

v = 13 m/sec
r

P = 75 kWmax

*e t = 1.4sys
12? t =0.6

*loss in gearbox =800 WATT at all conditions

*Tl generator = 0.85

For a WECS a rather high value of VdIV. say 1.4. is normally chosen.

With Xr = 13/5.7 = 2.3 ~ CE = 1.4 (see figure 2.1).

Pgen calc.

Pgen calc.

= (P.C - loss gearbox) generator efficiencyw p
1 -3= (e t.~2 .A.V .C - Boo).O.85sys p

= (1.4.0,4.0,6.1BO.y3 - 800).0.85

-3= (60.4B V - Boo).O.85 (1)

*estimated value

v

5

6

7

-3V

64

125

216

343

P. 1 P fig. 6.2gen ca c.

2.6 2.5

5,75 6.85

10,42 13.7

16,95 18,5

8 512 25.64 24 boundary
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Conclusion

In area between 4<V<8 mls the values calculated with formula (1) match

those of figure 6.2 quite well.

WEPS system

in order to transform a WECS system into a WEPS, the generator is equipped

wi th an electric cable. an electro motor and a single stage centrifugal

pump.

P gen~ c:,a:.b:,l:.;e:.... -1
1---~~:1

TJcable = 0,98
~ P nett avail.

However. until now the P was calculated with an e t of 1,4 (Xd=1,4).gen sys

If this value is used for a WEPS system. the availability becomes very low.

ca. 35% see App. D.

The starting wind speed becomes very high because of the pump

characteristic.

To get a reasonable availability. say 60%, the Xd value may not be larger

than 1. wherewith CE = 1. See App. D.

The real availability in daytime is much higher. because of the diurnal

pattern. with a much higher wind speed during day than at night.

The formula for the nett available power P nett avail. becomes:

P = ~E.l/2P.A.y3.Cp - 80) 0.85j O,98.0,7.0,6 (2)net avail.

"P""gen. calc.

or

P avail. -3 (3)nett = (43.2 V - 800).0.35
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with P '1 = Ph d 1 = P g q H [W]nett ava1 . y rau Ic

q in m3/sec and H = 3 m.

) 0 = Phydr [kW] x 3600 x 2-4
---+ m 9. 82x3

P
R _ hydr
t'-AV3

Choice of the centrifugal pump

3in [m /day]

(-t)

(5)

With Vd = 5.3 m/sec and H = 3 m.

Form. 3 and -t give: q = 5787 m3/day or 2-41 m3/hour.

With App. C "Verzamelgrafiek SIHI centrifugal pumps" a pump can be chosen

with help of the similarity rules. (Since no pump delivers under H = -t m.)

After some iterations:

take n =725 rpm instead of 1-450 i.e. n m/ =2.no n

3 3
~ qd = q[m /hr].(1-450/725) = 2-t1x2 = -t82 m /hour

2 2Hd = H[m].(1-45O/725) =3 x 2 = 12 m.

This combination can be met withSIHI pump 20025. with a diam. of 0 = 238

mm.

The pump characteristic shows: ~ ~ 0,8 with n = I-t5O rpm.
p

In view of the reduction of the r.p.m. by a factor of 2. and the assumption

that the manufacturers normaly indicate too high values for the efficiency.

the efficiency is taken as ~ = 0 6.p
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REMARKS <Xf 1lJE OUTPUT PRIDlcrI<Xf MEIlIOD

The method used with the estimated values has to be considered as a rough

method. There are a number of factors which have large influence on the

output.

1. If H total changes (due to varying water level), away from the design

condition, then the efficiency of the centrifugal pump decreases.

E.g. if Hd = 3 m and H gets 2 m than the efficiency decreases with 15%.

2. If the losses in the gearbox vary from the assumed 800 Watt constant

loss. then the output can be much affected, especially by lower wind

speeds.

OUTPUT TABLE FOR MBOUNOOUM

The height of the rotor axis above ground level is 18 m. therefore the Vpot

is calculated for this height.

J F M A M J J A s o N D

125 149 221 262 250 205 205 110 91 97 97 104
1610 1913 3152 3681 3500 2820 2820 1383 1096 1187 1187 1292

1449 1176 2831 3313 3150 2538 2538 1245 986 1068 1068 1163

4.6 4,74.65,9 4,8 4.55,96.36.46,15,3V 5pot
18 m

'13

Phydr
Phydr
90%

Qm3/d 4122 5181
2qm /d

9O%Q 4250 5208 8320 9111 9239 1445 1444 3651 2893 3133 3133 3413
~ 0.01 0.014 0.011 0,018 0.011 0.016 - 0,01 0.061 0,068 - 0,069

Table 4
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6.3. Evaluation of WEPS

Of the WEPS LW 15/75 with single stage centrifugal pump the following can

be stated:

Needed effort for development:

At CWO. consultancy for proper matching of a LW type generator to a

centrifugal pump is available. Proper matching is only possible if accurate

winddata are available [11] [12].

There are in-sufficient reliable data about other WEPS systems available.

Altogether this is a too narrow base to give a proper consult about optimal

combinations for various conditions.

Technics

- The possibility of local production in Developing Countries is

practically nill (only the tower might be possible).

- The reliability of the system is difficult to foretell. The influence of

many factors is not yet known. such as:

continues dust in the air

- water quality

- high humidity/high temperature

The technical level of production and maintenance is high.

- The use of materials is not relevant.

Status

The WEPS system LW 10.20/25 + a multi-stage centrifugal pump for deepwell

purpose has been tested in a pilot situation at ECN.

Two of these WEPS systems have been installed at the Cape Verdian Islands

and are working satisfactory for some 2 years by now.

They are subdue to a salt loaden air and a high average wind speed.
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7. <XJNa.USlafS AND RECXM1EJIDATlaiS

Looking at the "efficiency indicator" (quality factor) f3 it shows that the

wind pumps with reciprocating suction pumps seems the best option. For

optimal matched pumps f3 varies between 0.11 and 0.12.

The quality factors of centrifugal pumps and Archimedian screw pumps are of

a significant lower level ranging from 0.04-0.08.

Comparing the "cost-efficiency indicator" [fl/m2A.~ x 103]it shows that the

CWO 5000 + 365 S pump and the WEPS 15.40 + centrifugal pump have approx.

the same value.

Although the f3 of the WEPS is much lower than the f3 of the CWO 5000 with

piston pump combination the costs/m2 rotor area are much lower due to its

economy of scale.

The "cost-efficiency indicator" is not the only leading value to be taken

into account. Also the technical characteristics should have its share in

the choice of the appropriate system.

The following "evaluation table" indicates all factors to be taken into

account for a choice of a system under certain site conditions.
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EVALUATH1'f TABLE

EVAWhTION TABLE

?
?

NO
NO
Y
NO

NO
Y
Y
Y

+

+

87
0,06
16.000

?

Y
?

?
?

NO
NO

NO
NO
Y/NO
NO

+

90
0,07
169.300

?
?

?
?

Y
Y
NO
Y

Y
NO
Y
Y/NO

0,06
4.000*

+

Y
Y
NO
Y

Y
NO
Y
NO

+
?
0,06
32 .400

+

40
10

Y
Y
NO
Y

+

l(

NO
Y
Y/NO

40
10

+
?
0,07
40.800

Y
Y
Y
Y

Y
Y
NO
Y

40
10

mill only

+

+
90
0,11
35.100

40
10

Y
Y
NO
Y

Y
Y
Y
Y

+

mill only

0,12
22.000

rrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrl
CWO 2740 CWO 5000 CWO 5000 CWO 5000 FDG-S WEPS VAT-4
+ 265 S + 365 S + Ar.Scr. Centr.pu Ar.Scr. 15,20

rrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrl
DESIGN CRITERIA
Max survival wind speed (m/sec)
Lifetime
Local production possibilities
- rotor
- transmission (+ head)
- tower
- pump
SAFETY SYSTEM
Max speed protect
Furling capability
Water level indic. device
Restriction of location
MAINTENANCE LEVEL
High
Medium
Low
STATUS
Several installed
Prototypes in pilot projects
Development planned or undertaken
Available per:
Quality factorl3

Netherl. [fl.]
Investment costs

Senegal [fl.] 16.400 26.300 30.600 24.300 30.600 169.300 17.600
Investment costs/m2 rotor area 2.781 1.342 1.561 1.240 1.288 903 1.729
in Senegal
Cost efficiency indicator 23,3 12,2 22,3 20,7 21,5 12,9 29,8

[ fl/m2A.1;.:aXl03 ]
rrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrr
Remarks: Investment costs include windmill + pump + foundation and installation. *price in China
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This table states the present situation.

Choice of combinations for the Fleuve situation according this table.

1. Of all considered possibilities in fact only the Bosman VAT ~. the CWO

2740 + 1~5 pump and the CWO 5000 + 265 S pump are directly available.

The VAT ~ has no automatic safety mechanism and is therefore not

applicable.

The other combinations could be used. but are undermatched.

2. The most feasible combinations based upon economics are the CWO 5000 +

365 S pump and the WEPS LW 15n5 + centrifugal pump which both have to

be developed.

3. The most feasible combinations based upon economics and local production

are:

cwo 5000 + 365 S

CWO 5000 + Archimedean Screw

FDC-5 + Archimedean Screw

CWO 2740 + 265 S.
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APPENDIX A

Report Vd nd C llt::Cp IIp IIp H pump AdC ndmax s
Pmax m Pm

(mls) (rps) (m) (rps)

R 408 S 0.385 2.03

R 638 D 4.5 0.385 0.257 4.72 145

R 568 D 3.0 0.69 0.06

3.5 0.81

4.0 0.92

2.25

R 527 S 0.69 0.385 0.300 0.780 8.25 145 0.05

0.81 0.301 0.784

0.92 0.296 0.77

0.212 0.55 2.25

R 454 D 0.69 0.290 0.75 13.5 145 0.05

0.281 0.73 9.5

0.266 0.69 5.5

0.81 0.293 0.76 13.5

0.277 0.72 9.5

0.258 0.67 5.5

0.92 0.289 0.75 13.5

0.285 0.74 9.5

0.243 0.63 5.5

2 0.277 0.72 13.5 2.0

0.270 0.70 9.5

0.219 0.57 5.5
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In(hlO.03)
= In(hz/O•03 ) developed by KNMI.

APPENDIX B

calculation of V t· 1poten 1a

The wind speed pattern is a function of the height h and the roughness of

the surface determined with a factor zoo The surface has been classified by

Davenport.

The potential wind speed Vpot is the wind speed which would occur if the

roughness would be z = 0.03 measured at a certain height. The formula used
o

for comparison of two different heights is:

V
path

1
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APPENDIX D

Figure 4: The availability ~ for k = 1.5. 2 and 4 as function of xd ·

The availability is defined as: The fraction of the time that the output

flow is larger than 10% of the design output flow.
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Figure 2: a as function of xd and xr for k = 2
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APPENDIX E
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Windspeed at height of axis in·
m/s.

APPElIDIX F

OUTPUT DATA OF THE LW 15/75
as stated by the firm Lagerwey

The powercurve
has been measured
by ECN at Zeewolde
Herewith the Power
energy output [kW]
that can be
expected as a
function of V yearly
average.
Windfrequency distri
bution is assumed;
Weibull with k=1,95
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APPENDIX C

Verzamelgrafiek
Modetien NOW 6516·20025

n = 1450 1/min
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APPElIDIX H

SPECIFlCATI(llI FOO-5

Drotor =5.50 m

Nblades = 12

C = 0.34
Pmax

Starting wind speed: 3 m/s

Rated wind speed: 8 m/s

71..' 'BM prowtne or PIlG-5 w1JIIl .........

1IInall. in X1DIlaaa -v J1uIpa

PftoriJaoe

Working wind speed: 3-16 m/s

The hight from ground to the centre of rotor: 8 m

Diameter of the screw pump: 350 mm

Transmission ratio i: 2,07
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cwo 2740

PURPOSE : water lifting: designed for usa in low
and moderate wind regimes (yearly
averages below 6 m/sl

ROTOR : horizontal axis; kept in up wind posi-
tion by means of a tail vane; rotor
diameter 2.74 m, 6 blades of galvani.
zed steel sheet; fixed pitth

TRANSMISSION: direct drive crank mechanism with
adjustable stroke and overhead
swing arm; strokes up to 60 mm

CONTROL : over speed control by yawing,
SYSTEMS activated by side vane and hinged tail

vane system; with manually
activated furling device

PUMP SYSTEM: single acting piston pump; nominal
pump diameter 150 mm with
air chambers

TOWER : lattice steel tower; height 5,5 mm
FOUNDATION : earth loaded steel plates welded to

tOwer legs
CAPACITY : 35 m"lday at 10 m static head and 4

m/s wind speed.
OPERATING : -cut-in : 3 m/s
WIND SPEEDS -rated : 8 m/s

-cut-Out : 12 m/s
-survival: 40 mls

AERODYNAMIC: -k (design): 2
PROPERTIES -Cp (max): 0.38

-solidity: 0.34
-typical design
wind speed: 3 m/s

WEIGHTS : -rotor, head and transmission: ±85
kg;

-pump, with pump rod: ±30 kg
-tower: ±155 kg

COST : materials only ± US $ 500.- lin The
Netherlands)

o
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CWO 5000 LW

PURPOSE : water lifting; designed for use in low
and mOderate wind regimes (yearly
averages below 6 mlsl

ROTOR : horizontal axis; upwind position by
means of a tail vane; rotor diameter
5 m, 8 blades of galvanized steel
sheet; fixed pitch

TRANSMISSION: direct drive crank mechanism with
adjustable stroke and overhead
swing arm; strokes: 80-200 mm

CONTROL : over speed control by yawing,
SYSTEMS activated by side vane and hinged tail

vane system; with manually acti
vated furling device

PUMP SYSTEM: single acting piston pump with pres
sure air chamber and starting noule;
galvanized steel pump; nominal
pump diameter of 150 mm.

TOWER : lattice steel tower; height 12 m
(alternative 9 ml

FOUNDATION : requires about 1 m3 reinforced con
crete per leg.

CAPACITY : 50 m3/day at 20 m static head and
4.5 mls wind speed.

OPERATING : -cut-in : 4 mls
WIND SPEEDS -rated : 9 mls

-cut-out : 12 mls (automatic furling
between 8 and 12 m/s)

-survival: 50 mls
AERODYNAMIC : -~ idesignl: 2
PROPERTIES -Cp (max): 0.35

-solidity: 0.34
-typical design
wind speed: 4.5 mls

WEIGHTS : -rotor, head and transmission: ± 350
kg;

-tower: 450 kg (9 m) resp. 650 kg
(12m)

-pump including 25 m piping below
ground level 280 kg ,

COST : materials only ± US $ 1000.- (in The
Netherlands)
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Certificaatnummer: BKc-a7-01
Datum van verlening: 10 juni 1987

oeperKt KWallteltScertlTlCaat
veer windturbines
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EOUENNESDEPOMPAGEVAT4
Donnees techniques
Composants principales ~sman

Nr.
Page
Date

1.11.2.02
1 de 1

3.87

19
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17
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13
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1. onderbouw support struc ture Lhterbau infrastructure
2. pomphuis pump housing Pumpengehause corpl de 1a pompe
J. terugslagklep check valve Ruckschlagklappe clapet de retenue
4. vuilrooster screen Rechen grille
5. centrifugaalpomp centrifugal pump Kreiselpumpe pompe centrifuge

6. toren tower Turm tour
7. wieken wlndblades Fllic}el ailel
6. wiekenkruis windblade cross Flliqelkreuz croix. ailes
9. koptandwielhuis spur-gear housing Stimradgetriebe- corps de rt!ducteur •

gehliuse engrenage cylindrique

10 taatslager pivot bearing Zapfenlager pivot
II. glijdlager sleeve bearing Gleitlager roulement axial

12. vertikale as vertical shaft vertikale Achse arbre vertical
13. tussenlagers intermediate Zwischenlager roulements

bearings intermt!diaires
14. flenskoppeling flanged coupling Flanschkupplung accouplement Abride

15. hoofdstaartblad main tail blade Hauptschwanz gueue prineipaIe

16. zijstaartblad lateral tail blade Seitenschwanz queue latt!rale
17. vlotter float xhwimmer lloUeur
18. evenaar lever !-Jebel levier
19. stangenstelsel rod mechanism Gestlinge- mechanisme de

mechanismus tringlerie
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Donnees techniques
Dimensions principales ~sman

Nr.
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2000
2340

A mm 1530 2030 2530 3030

B mm 925 1425 1425 1425

C mm 4020 7020

D mm 3030 3600

E mm 1220 1500
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